
Paranomasia

she is still counting time
time and again standing still
stock still taking stock still wondering
wandering without aim

aiming high yet still laid low
by the fear of change still changing
the fear of stasis where ecstasy
is joy in stillness

Liverpool Street Station
... .....fragments of cit ies catch in eye's corners
l i ke fish hooks lovers' kisses draw my
glances  fascinate  looks dreams  chances
missed, the happiness of others grief
at parting, all the myriad lives bare on faces
memories of places strangers urban dwellers
bidding farewell to strangers, strangers all
and I a ghost drifting midst post modern struct-
ures steel and glass struts arches and all the paraphanalia
of the constructed environment alien
b e a u t y, bared 
bones of some great creature within
whose skeleton we scurry like
ants stripping flesh from sinew and tendon, sutures

wires suspended living spaces,
chasing moments of reflection midst
the city of  fragments. . . . . .

Faith

Lack of trust 
is endemic.
Only confirmation daily
of your affection really
expressed with truth
permits me to believe
your words.

Words to my lover 
when we are separated

thinking of you in the afternoon
in this quiet room
with a book for company
thinking of me at your 
humming keyboard and life
intervening to break the tenuous
cord of reverie that
links us distantly...white
noise clandestine connection and the recollection
of past mistakes and the present denying
future; lies implied if not spoken moments 
of indulgence and interest 

$ideas[21] = "The
mark of the beast is
that you<br>
must<br>shed love.";
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Stages of Love

i n f a t u a t i o n
i n s p i r a t i o n
f a m i l i a r i s a t i o n
r e f l e c t i o n
d i s i l l u s i o n m e n t
b i t t e r n e s s
a m n e s i a

--- please note this is a circular process ----

And still we danced, there
in the garden, challenging the sun
with our fire as it 
concentrated on it's battle with the moon.

We mirrored their contest 
in the swaying of our limbs, there
in the garden as though hypnotised; 
eye met eye, and still you would not yield.

There is a taunting in your glance yet
that quells my ardour, a chill in your smile:
irony is no substitute for revenge
my sour angel

free credit on tomorrow's 
regret...yet
temptation tilts the balanced view
and taints virtus....words accrete
in memory banks and touch
is only promised across a void of
numbers fine lines drawn
between lives compartmentalised, non
verbalised the pleasure all 
virtual my dear

Will you, Won’t You, Well?
Darling will you still love me when
my hair is lank and stringy,
insecurity has made me clingy,
my flesh drips wrinkled from my bones
and gasps of passion become arthritic moans?

Will you, won't you, well?

Well can you picture it, surfacing for air
when wheezy lungs and mouldy flesh make sex too much to bear:
will you want me then? Will you?
Will whatever else we have fulfil you?
When years have passed, everything's been said
and the friends we’ve shared are dead?

Will you, won't you, well?

Will we be enough for each other,
friend and enemy, father and mother,
life entire, self complete, one within another?
Will you still love me then, when
my eyes are dull and you have to shout
before I understand what you are talking about?

And when I'm dead, flesh crumbled, all forgotten,
will you dig me up and love me rotten?

Will you, won't you, well?
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Digicrastination is the 
subtle thief of time.....
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